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Abstract: The study of human body hydration is increasingly leading to new practical applications,
including online assessment techniques for whole body water level and novel techniques for real
time assessment methods as well as characterization for fitness and exercise performance. In this
review, we will discuss the different techniques for assessing hydration from electrical properties of
tissues and their components and the biological relations between tissues. This will be done mainly
in the context of engineering while highlighting some applications in medicine, mobile health and
sports.
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1. Introduction
Accurate measurement of the proportion of water in the various tissue compartments of the
body is difficult to achieve. Due to the complexities associated with the regulation of body fluid and
variations in tissue morphology, density and distribution, there has not been a superior procedure
for determining accurate hydration levels during daily activities [1,2]. The challenge to determine
reliable hydration status continues to drive the development of new assessment methods. Many
pathophysiological conditions are related to critical disturbances in the amount of total body water or
its relative proportion in the compartmentalised tissue spaces. Of the numerous tissue components,
water is the most abundant and the major constituent of body cells, tissues and organs. The human
brain and heart consist of 75% water, muscle 70%, lungs 83%, and skin 64% [3]. A loss of 10% of body
water puts one at a considerable risk of death [4], while, without immediate compensation, a loss of
more than 2% of body water causes reduction in brain performance, thermoregulation, cardiovascular
functions, and a loss of body coordination. The strong electrical polarity of water allows it to serve as
a building block for macromolecules like protein and a solvent for body minerals, vitamins, amino
acids, and glucose. Water necessitates digestion, absorption, transportation, and the excretion of toxic
substances and regulates body temperature. Ions in the body are hydrated by the dipole nature of
water allowing the cells to be surrounded by aqueous electrolytes, which gives rise to electrolytic
conductivity of tissues [5]. Hydration level dictates the concentration of cellular constituents, which
influences cell metabolism, cell structure, and signalling pathways [6,7].
With hydration having a crucial role in human body metabolism, water management is key to
reaching optimal performance, reliability, and lifetime goals. Body water losses occur through faecal
excretion, sweat production, evaporation, respiration and urination. This is compensated through
metabolic water production, oxidation of substrates that contain oxygen or nutrients that produce
energy, dietary intake, and absorption through the skin. Research by Peronnet et al. [8] indicates
that water appears in plasma and blood cells as soon as 5 min after intake. Rothlingshofer et al. [9]
demonstrated that loss of body fluid could decrease the electrical conductivity of muscle tissues by
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6%. Water balance is achieved when the amount of water losses are compensated by the amount of
intake from food and beverages as well as metabolic water production. Metabolic water production
accounts for 250 to 350 mL per day of body water in a sedentary person [10] and increases with
an increase in physical activity. Metabolism increases with increased human activity, which also
increases the average daily demand for water. Thus there is a relationship between metabolism and
hydration. Resting metabolism, for example, accounts for 65%–70% of a total 24 h energy expenditure
in humans. The Mifflin-St. Jeor equation [11] for resting metabolic rate (RMR), also known as resting
energy expenditure (REE), is widely used for estimating daily energy expenditure as relating to body
metabolism [10];
REE = 10.52 weight− 12.18 height− 4.32 age− 1660 (1)
By dividing REE by the square of a persons height we would arrive at a relation which suggests
that our daily hydration pattern is related to an individual’s metabolic activity and his/her body mass
index. Monitoring hydration status is critical to individual performances in sports and activities of daily
living as well as in clinical settings. Physicians use records of hydration patterns of patients and the
elderly as physical signs and symptoms for dehydration and other diseases associated with variations
in body fluid level. Wireless technology provides the platform for real time remote monitoring and
recording of physiological parameters such as hydration, blood pressure and temperature. However,
portable hydration assessment technologies still lack in development.
This review aims to compile the latest research on hydration assessment techniques with a focus
on wireless technology systems. In this paper, the terms “body fluid”, “body water” and “hydration
level” may be used interchangeably by assuming that the difference in volume between body fluid and
body water is negligible [12]. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews
the classical methods for assessing hydration. Section 3 discusses the state-of-the-art methods starting
with the electrical properties of human body tissue followed by the human body as a transmission
medium in Section 4 . In Section 5 , we present the electrical methods for assessing hydration which
was subdivided into RF and non-RF methods. Finally, we have the current research issues in human
body hydration assessment in Section 6 and a conclusion in Section 7 .
2. Classical Methods for Assessing Hydration
There are three main classifications of water level in the body: euhydration, which is the state of
normal hydration; hyperhydration or the state of excess water in the body; and hypohydration or water
deficit in the body [13,14], also called hyperosmolality of body solutes. Total body water (TBW) is the
summation of all the water existing in the different tissue spaces in the body. It is the amount of fluid
found in the intracellular and the extracellular tissue spaces, which accounts for approximately 63.3%
(0.6 L per kg) of the body mass of an adult [15], (Figure 1). Fluid exchanges between the intracellular
and the extracellular compartments are regulated by both osmotic and hydrostatic pressure in the body.
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Figure 1. Distribution of water in compartmentalised tissue space of a 70 kg adult [10,16].
The earliest theories for estimating the total amount of water in the body used a two-compartment
(2-C) model of a human body. The theory assumes the body as consisted of fat and fat-free
components [17]. An application developed with this model is the under water weighing (UWW)
or hydrodensitometry method [18]. In UWW, the subject is completely submerged in water and by
Archimedes’ principle, the volume of water displaced or weight under water is combined with subject’s
weight to calculate the density of the whole body (Db). The total body weight is the summation of the
weight due to fat mass (W f at) and weight of fat free mass (W f f m).
1
Db
=
W f at
D f at
+
W f f m
D f f m
(2)
where D f at and D f f m are the densities of the fat and fat-free component. This assumes that the density
of fat is relatively constant, however, FFM is heterogeneous and varies with an individual’s activity [19].
Hydrodensitometry method is used in lymphoedema clinics to estimate changes in the volume of fluid
accumulated in a lymphoedema affected limb [20]. Further development on the 2-C model led to 4-C
model and most recently the 5-C model [21] with the disadvantage of increasing complexity.
2.1. Urine Color and Urine Specific Gravity
Experiments by Armstrong et al. [22] showed urine colour can be used to assess hydration status.
By scaling urine colour against a numbered scale, the authors demonstrated a crude assessment of
hydration for situations where exactness is not essentially required. The colour of urine changes
relative to the amount of water consumed to dilute the concentration of blood. On the other hand,
when insufficient fluid is ingested to dilute blood plasma concentration, a more concentrated urine is
produced. However, other factors influence the concentration and colour of a urine, which affects the
usefulness of this technique. Although urine colour is subjective, it was validated against urine specific
gravity by Mentes et al. [23]. The authors argued that its strength lies on its ability to give a quick and
easy assessment of hydration level but indicated that it needs reference to a baseline measurement
preferably taken from the first voiding of the day. They reported that this may prove difficult for
incontinent individuals.
The specific gravity of urine increases due to an increase in the concentration of solutes in urine or
hypersthenuria. The specific gravity of a urine is the ratio of the density of urine to the density of equal
amount of water. A specific gravity greater than one means the urine is denser than water and may be
associated with dehydration [15]. Normal urine specific gravity usually lies between 1.000–1.030 [24]
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but the reference range in routine clinical measurement is 1.005–1.030 [25]. Hypersthenuria may be
caused by loss of body fluid (dehydration), heart failure, renal artery stenosis, medications, or food
supplements [26]. On the other hand, decreased urine specific gravity or hyposthenuria may be due to
excess fluid intake or a kidney’s regulatory malfunction, for example, in cases of diabetes insipidus.
Both urine specific gravity and urine osmolality measurement are associated with the concentration
of chemical particles in a urine sample, and their results are influenced by similar factors. Although
osmolality measurement is usually a preferred test for urine concentration, results from both methods
do not give a reliable assessment of hydration status due to the influences of other metabolic activities
in the body mentioned earlier.
2.2. Body Mass Changes
The body mass fluctuates daily as body fluid level changes. The dynamic changes in body mass
is attributable to a loss or gain of body water, if measurements are taken in short time intervals, since a
mass of 1 mL of water is equal to 1 gram [27]. This way, immediate changes in the volume of total
body water are calculated as a simple index of hydration status. This method is more reliable than
urine specific gravity but does not clearly quantify a hydration or dehydration level. It gives a reliable
and more accurate estimate of average water turnover in a short time. Changes in body mass have
been used for determining acute hydration status [28–30]. A 2% loss in body mass within a short
period such as during physical activities, is regarded as severe dehydration [14]. In other experiments,
this technique is often extended to measure the sweat rate by measuring post-exercise body mass
and subtracting it from a predetermined average body mass. Measurement is before the start of an
exercise, to estimate a reliable baseline, and to be able to calculate changes in body mass due to loss of
body water. The sweat rate calculated this way is based on the assumption that changes in body mass
during exercise is a result only of water loss through sweating. Its validity relies on a predetermined
stable and healthy body mass. Some researchers have argued that using the variability in body mass
as indicative of immediate change in fluid balance could be erroneous because body mass loss could
occur from substrate oxidation which adds water to the body [31]. However, body mass measurement
continues to enjoy popularity in both clinical and heat stress hydration measurements, in conjunction
with other hydration indices, mostly because of the simplicity and ease of measurement.
2.3. Analysis of Blood Sample
An estimate of hydration using blood samples requires analysis of the concentration of blood
changes with an increase or decrease of water in the body. As both the hemoglobin and hematocrit are
contained in the blood sample, this method is dependent on plasma volume. Plasma Osmolality is
considered by some as the most popular and reliable technique for assessing hydration in a laboratory
setting [1,32]. The results are affected by changes in posture, exercise, and sodium chloride balance in
the body. Some researchers have argued that plasma osmolality is only valid for changes in hydration
state but not for estimating TBW [33]. The volume and concentration fluctuate with daily activities and
do not respond quickly to loss of body fluid after exercise or other daily activities. An investigation by
Francesconi et al. [34] showed that participants who lost up to 3% of body mass through sweating did
not show any difference in haematocrit or serum osmolality immediately after. Armstrong et al. [22]
and Sherrif [14] suggested that the volume of blood plasma does not necessarily change until a certain
amount of water had been lost in order to maintain cardiovascular stability. Also, if water losses are
accompanied by loss of salt or other nutrients, haemoconcentration may not be a reliable indicator of
hydration status.
2.4. Isotope Dilution Method
Isotope dilution method is the most complex and expensive technique for assessing human body
hydration. It involves the use of stable non-radioactive isotopes such as deuterium, tritium, oxygen-18,
and radioactive potassium as a tracer to track the body’s distribution of water. The calculation is based
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on the assumption that if the quantity of the tracer substance is known, and the starting and equilibrium
concentrations are measured, then the volume of the space into which the tracer was diluted can be
calculated. Although this laboratory method is considered more accurate than others, it assumes that
the tracer substance distributes in equal amount throughout the area under investigation so that initial
concentration Cip of plasma times the initial volume of plasma Vip equals final concentration of plasma
C f p times final volume Vf P [35].
Vip ∗ Cip = Vf p ∗ C f p (3)
Important considerations for this technique includes determining that a tracer is non-toxic
and the tracer element is able to circulate rapidly and uniformly, only in the targeted tissue space.
A radioactive potassium, 40K used to determine intracellular tissue volume should not spread beyond
the intracellular space. In addition, if a tracer is affected by body metabolism, the volume estimate
would be inaccurate if it spreads beyond the target space and the element must not be excreted before
it is uniformly distributed (although a technique has been developed to correct for excretion). It takes
3–4 h to equilibrate, especially when the body is unsettled due to routine exercises or daily activities.
It is administered orally or intravenously and only practicable in the laboratory, and the process can
not be repeated quickly. Moreover, the technique requires expertise skills, and complex equipment
like positron emission tomography tracer (PET-Tracer), which is expensive and not suitable for field
measurements. Besides, the result is not totally accurate [36], and its ability to distribute uniformly in
all tissue spaces is still debated. Amstrong et al. [1] have argued that there is not yet a tracer technique
to directly assess and measure accurately the intracellular and interstitial fluid volume.
3. Electrical Property of Human Tissues
The use of electrical signals is probably the most widely used state-of-the-art method to assess
hydration status. The principle of electrical current flowing through a material is determined primarily
by the relative permittivity (εr) and the electrical conductivity, (σ) of the material. The relative
permittivity of a medium (εr(ω)) is the factor by which the applied electric field between the charges is
decreased relative to vacuum, where (εr(ω)) is the complex frequency-dependent absolute permittivity
of the material with real and imaginary parts and (ε0) is the permittivity of vacuum. The electrical
conductivity (σ) of a material is the ability of the material to move charges under applied electric
field. In biological materials, the electrical properties are determined by interacting tissue cells with
electromagnetic (EM) radiation. EM waves passing through tissues have strong interaction with water
and solutes in the tissue. The magnitude of the interaction depends on the frequency of the wave.
When biological tissues are brought in contact with an electric field, conductivity occurs due to the
mobility of hydrated ions. However, as biological tissues contains large cell membranes with very
small thickness, capacitive conduction is prominent. The relative permittivity indicates the extent to
which localized charge distributions can be distorted or polarized under the influence of the field.
Each polarizable entity in the tissue has its own characteristic response to an electric field, which is
described by the relative permittivity as a complex function of the form:
ε∗(ω) = ε∞ +
(εs − ε∞)
(1 + iωτ)
(4)
where ε∞ is the permittivity measured at high frequencies necessary for the polarizable material to
cease to respond to the applied electric field, εs is the limiting low frequency permittivity where the
polarization effect is fully realized, ω is the angular frequency, i is
√−1, and τ is the relaxation time.
The real part relates to the relative permittivity between two parallel electrodes of area ‘A’
separated by distance ‘d’ in which the capacitance C is given by
C =
Aε0ε
d
(5)
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and conductance,
G =
Aσ
d
(6)
The imaginary part corresponds to the dissipative losses associated with the polarization of
charges moving in phase with the electric field. Schwan [37] measured the various resistance of tissues
to current flow and provided fundamental processes underlying the electrical property of biological
tissues. It was found that living tissues display properties similar to both insulators and conductors
due to the presence of dipoles in them, which inhibits current and charges that support the movement
of electric current. In general, he showed that tissue response to current flow vary differently with
three frequency dispersive regions.
a. The low frequency region called α dispersion is the region associated with ionic diffusion on
cellular membrane and occurs between 1 Hz to 100 kHz.
b. β dispersion or mid-frequency region is associated with the polarization of the cellular structure
of membranes between the intracellular and the extracellular tissue and lies between 100 kHz to
10 MHz.
c. γ dispersion operates primarily at frequencies in the gigarhertz range which is associated with
higher radiation.
The dielectric properties are therefore classified as a function of frequency. From Equation (2),
the magnitude of the dielectric dispersion is calculated from the difference between the low and high
frequency dispersions.
∆ε = εs − ε∞ (7)
Cole and Cole [38] introduced a relaxation model with parameter αn, where n lies between 0
and 1. The Cole-Cole parameter, Equation (6), describes the dispersion and absorption of liquid and
dielectrics over a wide range on a logarithmic frequency scale. When αn is zero, the Cole-Cole model
reduces to the Debby model for polar dielectrics and when αn is one, it describes when the locus of the
dielectric constant in the complex plane has a circular arc whose end points are on the axis of the real
part and the centre lying below the axis as shown in Figure 2.
ε∗(ω) = ε∞ +
∆εn
(1 + iωτn)(1−αn)
(8)
Figure 2. Cole–Cole parametric plot.
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The Cole–Cole parameter has been widely used for obtaining the dielectric properties of biological
tissues because it can estimate the dielectric properties from zero frequency to infinite frequency [39,40].
However, the model uses interpolated data from a least squares regression. There were uncertainties
relating to the empirical data used and the approximation of the measured data to the parametric
model [41]. Gabriel and Peyman concluded that inhomogeneities in tissue samples, for example
geometry, concentration and distribution, were responsible for the uncertainties in the measured data,
which also causes inaccuracies in applications using the model such as in body fluid assessment.
4. Human Body as a Transmission Channel
In 2012, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (IEEE) 802.15.6 was ratified for
data communication in and around the human body [42]. The standard outlines three physical (PHY)
layers, namely, narrowband (NB) and ultrawideband (UWB) and Human body communication (HBC).
The protocol for NB and UWB PHY operations are based on RF propagation, while the HBC is the
new non-RF based communication technique. Under this, a wireless communication without radio
frequency signal, called human body communication or intrabody communication (IBC), is proposed
with frequency centred at 21 MHz. The system uses living tissues as the communication channel.
Several research models of human tissue have been proposed and investigated for characterising
electrical signal propagation using galvanic or capacitive coupling. Research on human body channel
for data communication started as Personal Area Network (PAN) by Zimmerman [43]. This technique
uses near field and electrostatic coupling of signals, consequently, low frequency communication
without electromagnetic radiation can be achieved that has the advantage of low power consumption.
This assures safety and could further provide significant insight into human body composition since
changes in the signal amplitude and phase are dependent on the changes in the medium through
which the signals propagate and the electrodes and method through which they were connected. From
this, other models emerged involving both electrical circuit [44,45] and finite element methods [46,47].
NB PHY include multiple frequencies of 402–405 MHz for implantable devices, 863–956 MHz for
wearable applications, and 2360–2400 MHz for medical applications. UWB PHY operates in the
higher frequencies ranging in the 3–5 GHz and 6–10 GHz bands with channel bandwidth of 499.2
MHz [42]. In general, RF interaction with tissues, cell membrane, tissue water and the solutes depends
on the frequency of the wave. The electrical conductance is affected largely by the amount of water
available for current flow. As current flows, energy is absorbed in relation to the quantity of solute
available [48]. The resulting attenuation from a propagating radio frequency wave has been used to
measure hydration [33,49]. In a similar manner, the attenuation of an electrical signal galvanically
coupled to the body has been used to assess hydration level that indicated four different fluid states
in the body [45]. Also, the impedance estimate of tissues when an electrical current is transmitted
through the body has equally been used to estimate the amount of fluid changes in the body [50].
5. Hydration Assessment by Electrical Methods
Human tissue as a communication medium can be accomplished by directly transmitting a very
small electrical signal safely through the body or by the use of radio-frequency signal in amounts safe
for human body exposure to electromagnetic radiation. In both cases, the signal is affected by the
frequency-dependent dielectric properties of tissues described above. The state of human tissue vary
over time, which in turn varies the dielectric properties and the resultant tissue impedance, which
plays a significant role in several models used for assessing hydration state or the overall body fluid
level.
5.1. Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis
The bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) method for assessing fluid level is based on a
relationship between the volume of a conductor (human body) and the length of the conductor (height),
the impedance of the conductor, and the material it is made of. It assumes that the entire human
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body is a perfect cylindrical conductor and the impedance is related to the nature of the conductor
(electrical properties of tissues in this case), its length, the cross-sectional area and the signal frequency.
By assuming the body as a homogeneous cylindrical conductor with length proportional to the height
(H) of an individual and negligible reactance component (Xc) then the equivalent body impedance is
represented by the resistance (R). With these approximations, the volume of the cylindrical conductor
would be proportional to
V ∝
H2
R
(9)
The BIA method is popular because it is non-invasive, cheap and easy to use. Measurements
are performed using four electrodes, two at the wrist and two at the ankle. A single-frequency BIA
operates at 50 kHz. The effects of capacitive behaviour of tissue membranes means that intracellular
fluid volume (ICF) can only be measured at higher frequencies while extracellular fluid volume (ECF)
can be measured at low frequencies. Human tissue has both resistive and reactive components and
cell membrane capacitance contributes significantly to the effective impedance of electrical signals
across tissues [5]. Single-frequency bioelectrical impedance (SF-BIA) are affected by changes in the
body fluid state. This is because SF-BIA gives an estimate of FFM and TBW but does not accurately
include intracellular water (ICW), and thus its value is most suitable for normally hydrated people.
Asselin et al. [51] reported that a severe dehydration of 3% of body mass resulted in a water loss
that is not properly accounted for by prediction equations in bioimpedance analysis as compared
to the observed changes in individual body mass. The constraints in BIA led to the development
of multi-frequency bioimpedance analysis (MF-BIA), and bioimpedance spectroscopy (BIS) which
operates at broad frequency spectrum. MF-BIA usually uses two frequencies. Low or intermediate
frequency for estimating the volume of extracellular water (ECW) and a higher frequency for estimating
intracellular water volume (ICW), the sum of which gives an improved estimate of total body fluid in
the different compartments. The relative variation in the amount of TBW is used to predict changes in
hydration status.
5.2. Bioelectrical Impedance Spectroscopy (BIS)
BIS was proposed to distinguish clearly between the ECW and ICW volumes using a broader
spectrum of frequencies than the MF-BIA. The extracellular water resistances are measured at low
frequencies while the combined ICW and ECW are measured at higher frequencies. The exact
range of frequencies are not clearly specified in literature. Nyboer has suggested below 5 kHz
for extracellular fluids and between 500 and 800 kHz for both the extracellular and intracellular
fluids [52,53]. Consequently, BIS allows resistance and reactance measurements over a broader
spectrum of frequencies. Measurements of total body water with the BIS technique has been
validated by Van Loan et al. (1993) [54] and Wabel et al. (2009) [55] as having strong correlation
with isotope dilution methods. A typical instrument based on this model is Xitron, San Diego, CA,
USA. BIS methods have the additional advantage in medical applications of information relating
to cell functionality, immune deficiency and the likelihood of cancer disease and hemodialysis
prognosis [56,57] with the measurement of tissue phase angles.
5.3. Galvanic Coupling Method
In intrabody method, an electrical signal is galvanically coupled to the body and propagated in
the β dispersive frequency spectrum. The propagating signal attenuates as the signal travels through
the tissues. Our research on 12 male and eight female subjects showed the method can respond to
four distinct fluid states, namely, hyperhydration: subjects with hydration metrics indicating excess
water in the body. Measurement with galvanic coupling on these subjects showed the galvanic signal
continued to increase in gain after an hour of fluid intake and urination and also corresponded to
a low specific gravity measurement on the subjects. Normally hydrated subjects had no difference
in the signal gain measured and the body mass measurement before fluid intake was the same with
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those measured after ingestion and urination. Mild dehydration and severe dehydration had increase
in body mass measurement after fluid intake and urination. The signal decreased after subjects had
urinated with higher rates occurring among subjects with high specific gravity measurements. The
experiment demonstrated that the galvanic coupling method is sensitive to 100 mL of fluid intake,
(Figure 3) [58]. We used changes in body mass and urine specific gravity measurement as the metric of
hydration and to determine initial fluid states of the subjects after 10 hours of fluid abstinence and
resumption of intake. The results indicated that despite strict adherence to the experiment protocols,
all the subjects had different levels of experience of dehydration and thirst after fluid abstinence and
subjects with high body mass index (BMI) retained water longer. Its main advantage is that it can be
integrated into a wearable electronic device and is sensitive to minor changes in fluid level.
Figure 3. Graph of the sensitivity test of an intrabody signal measured on subjects L, D, K at 3 random
days measured at 900 kHz, before drink (A), after drinking 100 mL, 250 mL and 300 mL amounts of
water (B), and after urinating (C).
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Table 1. Summary of body fluid assessment techniques. SF-BIA: Single-frequency bioelectrical impedance); MF-BIA: multi-frequency bioimpedance analysis; BIS:
bioimpedance spectroscopy; TBW: Total body water; ECW: extracellular water; ICW: intracellular water; FFM: fat free mass; FM: fat mass; ECF: extracellular fluid; ICF:
intracellular fluid; BMI: body mass index.
Method Strength Weakness Comment
Urine Colour Analysis (UCA) Very simple No speciality skill is required Subjective Limited accuracy 1. No standard colour code2. Affected by dietary intakes, drugs and supplements [26]
Urine Specific Gravity More reliable than UCA 3. Inexpensive Result can be altered by medication 1. Limited accuracy
Densitometry Easy to perform Measures TBW only over simplified result
Body mass measurement Self-administered Simple and inexpensive Limited accuracy Measures TBW only 1. Accuracy depends on sensitivity of scale
SF- BIA Good for TBW 1. Cannot differentiate ECF from ICF 1. Over simplified
2. It is based on a 2-C model of human body 2. Subject to uncertainties
3. Does not respond quickly to acute changes in body fluid level [59]
4. Measures only extra-cellular fluid [60]
MF-BIA Measures ECW and ICW, Good for whole body 1. Does not respond to acute changes in 1. Different devices used for different body parts
healthy normal-weight people fluid measurement in fluid level from hydration or dehydration 2. Not suitable as a wearable device
BIS 1. Measures ECW, ICW, FFM, FM,TBW 1. Needs further refinement 1. Theoretically differentiates ECW from ICF
2. Broad frequency range( 1–1000 kHz) particularly for populations 2. Quantifies body cell mass
3. Segmental BIS calculates body with abnormal body 3. Impedance data in the frequency spectrum is fit into Cole’s model [61]
composition segment by segment geometry (e.g., very high BMI) 4. Uses statistical modelling equations based on Hanai mixture theory to
4. Bulky, not suitable as a wearable device 2. Assumes constant specific resistivity calculate resistances at different frequencies
of the fluid compartment measured
3. Did not include the effects of
temperature and metabolism [62]
on the assumptions
Analysis of Blood Sample Higher accuracy than previous methods 1. Result is affected by Measures the concentration of electrolyte substance
postural changes and exercise in the blood and comparison with a reference
2. Complicated and risky
3. Does not evaluate the amount of
water by tissue compartment [33]
4. Does not respond quickly
to mild reduction of water [34]
Isotope Dilution High accuracy, 1. Complicated and expensive Assumes uniform circulation of tracers and risks overdose
1. Tracks the distribution of water 2. Requires different isotopes
in the body Suitable for laboratory research for different tissue compartments
3. Large time consuming
4. Can be affected by metabolism
5. Insensitive to 1 kg loss in TBW [36]
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5.4. Radio Frequency Method
In 2003, Moran et al. [33] demonstrated the use of electromagnetic waves for assessment of
hydration on 12 male subjects in a climatic chamber. The subjects were subjected to heat stress in
various degrees. Hypohydration was measured by the variations in body mass measurement. The
researchers concluded that changes in RF transmission measurements could infer hydration status with
a correlation of 0.734 in comparison with measurements using variabilities in body mass measurement.
Similarly, experiments by Wang et al., 2017 [49] tested the use of a wearable BioMindR RF sensor
operating at 2.45 GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band to assess variabilities in hydration
level. They used the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) to compare with the percentage changes
in body mass water loss among 12 subjects before and after exercise. The percentage change in body
mass, which represented body water loss, over a given period was compared with the dynamic changes
in the measured RSSI values. The graph showed a linear relationship with a correlation of 0.77 between
the percentage body water losses and the measured RSSI values, however it was unclear how the RSSI
values measured corresponded to each change in body mass used as the hydration metric. Interference
and background noise may have contributed to the measured RSSI values.
Figure 4 is a block diagram of a wearable hydration monitor based on this method. In 2015,
Ionescu, M.A. and Guerin, H [63], invented a system that exploits a backscattering of an
electromagnetic wave on the skin surface to determine hydration status. The system uses an external
device such as a mobile phone to emit electromagnetic waves in the low GHz range, which is received
by an RF tag antenna in contact with the skin. The backscattered waves sent back by the antenna is
modulated by the electrical properties of the skin in contact with the tag. The loss between the incident
and the backscattered waves are mainly due to the change in the impedance of the skin, which carries
information about its hydration level. The antenna communicates the modulated signal to a wireless
personal portable hub fitted with a RF reader, which processes and displays the measured hydration
level. This way the hydration and other physiological parameters are monitored remotely with relative
ease. However, the inventors did not provide statistical evidence of the reliability of their method in
comparison with other hydration assessment techniques. For instance, the backscattering of the signal
can be affected by the heating effect of the RF tag in contact with the skin or interference from external
electronic devices. Moreover, it is not clear how sensitive it is to frequently changing hydration levels.
Figure 4. Block diagram of wearable RF hydration monitor.
5.5. Remote Monitoring by Wireless Network
In 2009, Ramos et al. [64] proposed a ZigBee based mobile wireless sensor containing
bioimpedance (BI) measurement circuit integrated in a 0.35 micro-meter complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) with a ZigBee transceiver for the wireless communication. The
goal of the experiment was to demonstrate a wireless system that can remotely assess hydration
and visceral fat of a user from a remote station. The transceiver has an embedded BI monitoring
circuitry with an analogue front end that makes contact with the body through a wearable device.
The BI sensor computes the water level in the body and transmits it wirelessly to a user device or a
remote monitoring sever through a central coordinator. There are also web based hydration monitors
which claim to estimate hydration level using basic inputs such as individual age, height, gender,
physical activity, body mass and location without actual body contact with a measuring device [10].
Similarly, passive sensors for skin hydration are also integrated into Wireless Body Area Network
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(WBAN), which enable hydration sensing to be monitored remotely or transmitted to a designated
server [65]. Wireless passive sensing uses passive inductive coupling to make epidermal contact with
the skin. The sensing component alters the resonant frequencies of the inductor–capacitor circuit.
The change is used to predict body hydration from sensed skin hydration and transmitted through a
central coordinator to an externally connected wireless device. Many commercial hydration sensors
(CHS) allow direct conversion of measured skin impedance [66], or chemically sensed parameters like
sweat concentration, concentration of potassium in urine and relative humidity of the skin [67], to
assess hydration levels. The effectiveness of these systems can be enhanced using wireless platforms to
manage data transfer among devices and the internet. Integrating large-scale wireless communication
networks with telemedicine provides real time opportunities both in healthcare applications such as
the potential of real time hydration monitoring and in athletic performance. Figure 5 is our comparison
of body fluid assessment techniques by accuracy and complexity which is clarified in more details in
Table 1.
Figure 5. Comparison of body fluid assessment techniques by accuracy and complexity.
6. Research Challenges
The complexity of the body and the inhomogeneity of tissues usually result in statistical
assumptions on specific densities and distribution that differ from person to person. Despite the
existence of different methods of human body hydration assessment, empirical measurements do not
usually conform to proposed models in all classes of people, and subject-specific anatomical parameters
are difficult to account for. Many of the available models do not address user application by geography,
gender and race, nor by physiological structure and metabolism. Furthermore, the contact mechanism
of the various assessing devices has not been properly investigated. The contact impedance between
an assessing device and the human body changes by body type, duration, activity, environment and
humidity; further research is required to thoroughly address this electrode-skin impedance universally.
Therefore indirect models using brain signalling or machine learning approach can provide further
biological information to improve on the accuracy of current models. Wearable systems for daily
hydration monitor is in demand but such a system may be seriously affected by movement artifacts, size
and cost. A significant challenge to the reliability of a wireless hydration monitor is noise from internal
and external sources. Huang et al. [66] proposed an array of embedded epidermal sensors mapped
to provide uniform skin depth and intimate skin contact. This enables contact electrodes to follow
skin motion, this way biological noise on epidermal hydration measurements is reduced. Variabilities
in signal-to-noise ratio especially during daily activities can also be minimized by filtering. Filtering
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reduces noise in the signal, anti-aliasing (low-pass) filters prevents high frequencies, from either
the signal or noise to introduce distortion. Alternatively, incorporating differential input amplifiers
will significantly reduce the noise levels but with a trade-off between sensitivity and form-factor.
Also, the use of flexible and stretchable electrode materials, such as silver nanowire, allows good
contact and conformance to skin contour, which have been found to be insensitive to changes in
external humidity [68]; changing external humidity alters measurements on wireless-based hydration
monitor. More generally, many wearable monitoring systems require legal certification procedures
to gain market entrance, popularity and acceptance. More effort is required to ensure that hydration
monitoring systems reach a proper level of reliability and compliance with regulatory standards to
gain market acceptance and use.
7. Conclusions
Body fluid assessment has been an on-going research for many decades. Investigation continues
due to improvements in technology and the need for mobility, remote monitoring, and precise
evaluation of fluid level for the purposes of health, medical care and exercise performance. Choosing a
particular method for evaluating hydration status usually depends on a specific challenge. We have,
therefore, tried to group the various methods by accuracy and complexity. Integrating hydration
monitor to mobile devices is predicted to be the future of hydration assessment technology.
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